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“You can start changing
our world for the better
daily, no matter how
small the action”
- Nelson Mandela
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#TogetherWeAreStronger

67 Minutes, 3 Pre-Schools, a lifetime of change.
The beauty of Mandela Day lies in the unreserved expression of unconditional kindness. This Mandela Day, Focus on iThemba and several
valued donors and partners committed their time to bringing contagious
joy to the lives of many children we are blessed to support.
Three of our partnering Pre-Schools, Siyabaphephisa (Project Bright),
Entokozweni (Project Joy) and Sthandokuhle (Project Faith) blessed us
with the privilege of being able to make a significant difference.
The incredible team at NAIDU Consulting, donated material, time and
labour to build Project Bright its very own bike track, create a sensory pathway and provided and installed roofing over the two remaining
classrooms. As part of their staff inititaive, the team offered their hearts
and hands to the painting of tyres for the bike track, donated and erected street signs to help the littlies navigate their way around the track,
and created a sensory pathway to develop and stimulate their senses.
The team also spent time filling tyres with indigenous plants to echo our
sentiment of creating a ‘green-friendly’ environment for the learners and
teachers at the school.
Project Joy lived up to its name as 25 staff members from Kerry Ingredients SA wore smiles from ear to ear as they donated a few hours of
their time to growing a nurturing environment, suitable for children and
teachers to flourish! Their time consisted of planting indigenous flora in
30 beautifully painted tyres, sharing a MacDonald’s Meal with the children and teachers as well as donating goodie bags for the little ones to
enjoy. The joy captured on every face there was priceless and it was a
moment that will live on in their hearts for a very long time.
The Jacob House Office which consists of the DanCor Properties and
Focus on iThemba teams respectively, joined together to bring contagious joy to the children at Project Faith. The teams brought along a
book to read to the children and donated it to the school’s library as a
continuation of kindness. Time was spent reading to the children, playing
interactive games, singing nursery rhymes, treating the staff to a special
performance by the older learners ages 4 to 5, and simply enjoying the
gift of giving. Sthandokuhle Pre-School also enjoyed a visit from Waterfall Pre-Primary School who generously made and donated sandwiches
for the children to eat at lunch. The children were overjoyed to receive full
hearts and tummies this Mandela Day.
We are grateful to have joined with so many partners this Mandela Day in
making a positive difference and living out our vision of Growing Hearts
and Minds.
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“What counts in life is not
the mere fact that we have
lived. It is what difference
we have made to the lives
of others that will determine
the significance of the life
we lead.”
- Nelson Mandela
DanCor Properties & Focus on iThemba
Project Faith
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Growing Hearts and Minds
#ProjectJoyUpdate

As we spend the next few days preparing for the opening celebration of Project
Joy on the 1st of August, we reflect on where the school was before intervention,
compared to the transformation it has undergone.
Entokozweni, meaning ‘abundance of joy’ in isiZulu, caters for 30 children
from 12 months to 5-year-old toddlers. Lead Architects, who also designed
the improvements for Project Bright, the first of Focus on iThemba’s structural
upgrades, agreed to partner with Focus on iThemba again on this life-altering
upgrade project. The unique, cheerful welcoming space utilizes six insulated
shipping containers, three for classrooms, one for toilets, one for a kitchen and
another for an office and storage facility.
Principal of the Pre-School, Bonisiwe Gwala, who has a passion for children and
a woman who understands the importance of education, started the school in a
church building, located on her property. “The school’s facilities weren’t conducive to learning and were cramped, dark, had poor ventilation and the teachers
had to pack up the school every Friday so the church could function over the
weekends. The team, with the collaboration of 33 donors and partners, came
together as agents of change to make Bonisiwe’s dream a reality and for the first
time, the children benefit from flushing toilets & water sustainability through the
installation of a JOJO tank, floor coverings that promote hygiene, accessibility
and a fun learning environment, as well as a much-needed jungle gym” said
Team Leader at Focus on iThemba, Tayla Goss.
“The containers have such personality, the artwork on them screams joy and
my children will absolutely love their new learning environment” shares a proud
Principal. Thank you to Giffy Duminy for sharing his phenomenal talent with us
and for finishing off the school so beautifully.
“We are exceptionally grateful to all the stakeholders involved in this transformation project and for supporting our vision of Growing Hearts and Minds. Together
we are stronger!” expressed Goss.
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PARENT:
“I praise God for this new
school! Already I can see a
difference in my child becuase
she comes home very happy
and tells me everything she
learnt at school. I know that
the quality of education at
Entokozweni is good because
my child’s English is improving
and she is recognising shapes
and colours. I am hopeful because all the children can now
learn in seperate classrooms this will make a big difference.
I know that when I drop my
little girl off in the morning, I
am making her future better.”
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The Pre-School has capacity for 50 Children who
can absorb quality age-appropriate education in an
ECD centre of excellence
1 Principal & 3 teachers have attended various
accredited teacher training & business management
courses
The Pre-School can enjoy the pleasure of having access
to their own kitchen, store room, sick bay and office
within a safely secured fence around the property

33 donors and partners had the opportunity to invest
in a life-changing project
Entokozweni Pre-School now receives a ‘compliant’
status with the Department of Social Development
and can start the registration process

Each year more children will benefit

The children’s gross motor skills will better develop
with access to outdoor play equipment

A ripple effect allows these children a better chance
of success in their future schooling

The school is a beautiful splash of bright colour and
a beacon of hope in the community

Focus on iThemba has the opportunity to
facilitate further change through future projects.
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